
Window systems

Door systems

Comfort systems

Our products and solutions bring spaces to life  
and give people a sense of well-being: www.siegenia.com/en.

SIEGENIA Innovations for you:

PORTAL HS  
ECO PASS SKY axxent

Your benefits3: 

➊  Barrier-free thanks to the zero-barrier threshold 
with perfect sill installation

➋  Identical grid design in the threshold  
and outside area

➌  Burglar resistance up to RC3



Benefits for fabricators

 Professional sill installation made 
possible by the perfectly mutually 
coordinated standard and accessory 
programme

 Planning principles for the sealing and 
drainage concept of the planner are 
provided

 Vertical and horizontal sealing plates 
for a homogeneous background to the 
sill installation - no misalignment and 
uniform primer

 Precisely fitting and rot-resistant floor 
recess profiles

 Packers for optimum adjustment of 
the element

 The design is based on the new  
HS timber 4.0 system with its ad-
vantages in compression and burglar 
resistance

 Available as a zero-hassle COMFORT 
UNIT package for optimised produc-
tion

Benefits for end users

 Barrier-free - 0-mm threshold with-
out incline

 Colour design of the threshold can be 
flexibly adapted to the floor or frame 
material

 High-quality design is possible due to 
identical grid design of threshold and 
outside area

 Different design options can be 
achieved in the outside area

 Fixed glazing instead of fixed sash 
maximises the amount of glass and 
the brightness of the room

 Professional sill installation and 
drainage system coordinated with 
the threshold is possible

 Burglar resistance up to RC3

ECO PASS SKY axxent: 
0-mm threshold.

Aesthetics and  
accessibility.

With regard to aesthetics and barri-
er-freedom, this threshold sets stand-
ards for timber-aluminium lift and slide 
elements: ECO PASS SKY axxent com-
bines barrier-free access to the outside 
with unique design benefits. This is made 
possible by the optical adaptation of the 
threshold to the frame material or f loor 
colour with the aid of a doubling into 
which the running rail is skilfully inte-
grated. The STYLE drain grid design is 
equally elegant. The design can be con-
tinued to the drainage gutter if a Gutjahr 
gutter is used. Great emphasis is placed 
on aesthetics because the threshold and 
outside area are carefully and mutually 
coordinated. The optional lighting of the 
passage from the bottom is suitable for 
even ambitious architectural concepts.

Perfect sill installation
ECO PASS SKY axxent is also convincing 
in terms of sill installation. The coop-
eration both with leading drainage and 
sealing specialists means that the effi-
cient design with sealing plates, sealing 
wedges and base profiles provides max-
imum compression and the modern grid 
system ensures optimum water drainage. 
As an extension to the ECO PASS thresh-
old programme, the high-end solution 
is also distinguished by its high level of 
ease of fabrication. This ranges from its 
compatibility with other ECO PASS sys-
tem components and its high degree of 
preassembly, up to its simple integration 
in the fabrication processes. 

Tested for security
No compromises are made in terms of 
security because the hardware and the 
threshold are available in diverse ver-
sions with certif ied burglar resistance up 
to RC2 and RC3. 



First class functionality.

ECO PASS axxent: the zero-
barrier threshold with perfect 
sill installation. Colour design 
of the threshold can be flexibly 
adapted to the floor or frame 
material.

The SKY effect: seamless  
transition from fixed glazing 
into the floor.

Cube design covers:
flat, discreet design with  
invisible fixing. 



Contact your dealer:

Head Office:
Industriestraße 1–3
57234 Wilnsdorf
GERMANY

Phone: +49 271 3931-0
Telefax: +49 271 3931-333
info@siegenia.com
www.siegenia.com

SIEGENIA worldwide:

Austria  Phone: +43 6225 8301

Belarus  Phone: +375 17 2573988

Benelux  Phone: +31 85 4861080

China  Phone: +86 316 5998198

France  Phone: +33 3 89618131

Germany  Phone: +49 271 39310

Great Britain  Phone: +44 2476 622000

Hungary  Phone: +36 76 500810

India  Phone: +91  124 4342302 

Italy  Phone: +39 02 9353601

Poland  Phone: +48 77 4477700

Russia  Phone: +7 495 7211762

South Korea  Phone: +82 31 7985590

Switzerland  Phone: +41 33 3461010

Turkey  Phone: +90 216 5934151

Ukraine  Phone: +380 44 4054969

You can find address details for our 

international sites at: www.siegenia.com


